Dänna Wilberg: Author/Producer/Host
Dänna Wilberg is a multiple award winning short film maker who produces
and hosts two local TV programs in Sacramento, California. PARANORMAL
CONNECTION and STORY CONNECTION. Dänna has been producing TV shows
and writing romantic suspense/paranormal fiction for over ten years. Her
Grace Simms trilogy, “The Red Chair” and “The Grey Door” were published
in 2014, 2015. “The Black Dress” will be released in Nov. 2015. Dänna is
currently working on a paranormal series featuring intuitive investigator,
Suzanne Cash. http://www.dannawilberg.com

Linda Schooler: Psychic
Linda Schooler has been a professional psychic for over 20 years. Inspired early
on in her life by the Edgar Cayce readings and her own inherent ability to read
people, Linda feels she came into this life to be a psychic and to help people.
Linda is a positive force in this world. She has been on several major radio and
television stations in Sacramento, and currently has her own show on blog talk
radio.

Linda Potter: Past Life Regressionist
|
Linda Potter is a hypnotist specializing in Past-Life Regression and Guided
Imagery Meditation. With over twenty years of experience she brings selfhealing techniques with a unique perspective. Linda is past Host of The Open
Door Radio Show on www.sceptreradionetwork.com and past Co-Host of
Paranormal Insights Television Show. She has been consulted for her expertise
regarding past-life regression by TBS television and continues as a guest on
both television and radio. She is the co-author of a book titled “The Miracle of
Self-Healing: The Recipe to Heal Phobias and Health Issues from Past Lives."

Barbara Ybarra: Astrologer
Barbara is a graduate of the Noel Tyl Master's Course in Astrology and has
been interested in metaphysics and the occult since childhood. She lives
with her husband Guadalupe and they have 3 grown children and 3 little
grandchildren. Her favorite genre of crime novel is one that involves
esoteric mysteries such as The DiVinci Code, and her favorite suspense
character is Dean Koontz' Odd Thomas. In the future she would like to see
greater implementation of astrological lore in creative writing.

Andrea Driver: Psychic
Andrea knew she had the ability to communicate with Spirit at an early
age. Out of fear of acceptance, she kept her ability hidden for years. In
2012, Andrea began a personal journey of awakening and committed to
living a more authentic life. This has resulted in the full expression of
innate spiritual sensibilities and opened of some new ones.
Andrea has earned certifications as a Spiritual Life Coach, Mediation
Coach, NLP Practitioner, Life Force Energy Healer and more. These
certifications help Andrea provide clients with a variety of tools and a
language for the amazingly beautiful spiritual messages that are available for us all.
Over time, Andrea became more comfortable experiencing and openly sharing her spiritual
mediation abilities. Today, Andrea Dawn is actively using all of her intuitive abilities in tandem
with her certifications to deliver powerful spiritual messages that delight her clients.

